
Covid Ruse Implements the Protocols of Zion (c. 1892)

Description

(“We own the world. You’re being evicted.”)

“There remains a small space to cross before all states of Europe will be locked in the coils of 
the symbolic snake, by which we symbolize our people, as in a powerful vice.” 

The Protocols of Zion: Introduction and Synopsis

“IT IS INDISPENSABLE TO… UTTERLY EXHAUST HUMANITY WITH DISSENSION, HATRED,
STRUGGLE, ENVY, AND EVEN  BY THE INOCULATION OF DISEASES, BY WANT, SO THAT THE
“GOYIM” SEE NO OTHER ISSUE THAN  OUR COMPLETE SOVEREIGNTY IN MONEY AND IN ALL
ELSE.” Protocols of Zion, 10-19

The Protocols of Zion are required reading for anyone who wishes to understand the world in which we
live. They exhibit a pathological hatred for non-Jews, and a desire to undermine and exploit them. 
The Protocols were part of an “initiation” for 33 degrees Masonic Jews. Most Jews are unaware of 
this agenda and therefore are easily manipulated.

“Anti-Semitism is indispensable to us in the management of our lesser brethren.” (Protocols, 9)

A synopsis is below. The document is found here.

by Henry Makow PhD. — from July 9, 2017

(from Illuminati: The Cult that Hijacked the World) 

Many people think “The Protocols of the Elders of Zion” is “hate literature” and fraud.

Nobel Prize winner Alexander Solzhenitsyn wrote that the book exhibits “the mind of a genius.” Pretty
good for a hoax, wouldn’t you say?
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Solzhenitsyn said it exhibits “great strength of thought and insight… Its design… (increasing freedom
and liberalism, which is terminated in social cataclysm)…is well above the abilities of an ordinary
mind… It is more complicated than a nuclear bomb.”

I believe the Protocols are genuine. They are lectures addressed to Jewish Freemasons (probably at
the Mizraim Lodge in Paris) detailing an incredible plan to overthrow Western Civilization, subjugate
mankind, and concentrate “all the wealth of the world… in our hands.” They were given as a regular
series of workshops to these Masons in Paris. The author describes them as an “exposition of our
programme” and often begins by saying, “Today we will discuss…”
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